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Abstract 
This thesis is a survey of property T for C*-algebras which is 
based on the works of M.B. Bekka and N.P. Brown. In Bekka's 
definition of property T for C*-algebras, C*-algebras are con-




本論文旨在探討B. B e k k a 和 N . B r o w n在C * -代數中特 
性T的工作。 
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iii 
Introduction 
Kazhdan has introduced property T for locally compact groups 
in 1967 in [9]. Inspired by the cases of locally compact groups, 
A. Connes gave the notion of property T for type IIi factors in 
5]. In recent years, property T for C*-algebra was studied by 
M.B. Bekka and N.P. Brown. The thesis is organized as follow: 
Chapter 1: We give some representation theories for C*-
algebras and topological groups. 
Chapter 2: The definition of property T for topological groups 
is given. Some related properties are presented. 
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In this chapter, we give some representation theories of C*-
algebras and topological groups. Most of the results in this 
chapter can be found in [11] and [3 . 
1.1 C*-algebras 
Definition 1.1.1. A *-algebra A is a complex vector space to-
gether with a map called multiplication from A x A into A and 
a map called an involution * from A into A such that for any 
a,b,c G A,a G C， 
(1 ){aa + b)c = a{ac) + be 
(2)a{ab c) = aab + ac 
(3)a{bc) = (ab)c 
(4){aa + by 二 + b* 
(5)lab)* - 6*a* 
(6Kar = a 
Definition 1.1.2. A Banachalgebra(resp. C*-algebra) A is a 
algebra and a complete normed space such that for any a, 6 G 
A, \\ab\\ < ||a||||6|| and ||a*|| = ||a||(||a*a|| = ||a|p,resp) 
Definition 1.1.3. A C*-algebra A is called united if there exists 
1 E A such that la=al=a for any a £ A. 
1 
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Remark 1.1.4. Let A be a C*-algebra. Let A = {(a, a) : a G 
A,a e C } . Define (algebraic structure on A by: 
{l){a,a) + {b,P) = {a + b,a + P) 
(3) (a, a) (b, P) = {ab + a6 + pa, ap) 
(4)(a，a)* = (a*，句 & ^^  
For any a e A, a e C, define ||(a,a)|| = s u p 丨丨執 _ 丨丨"^丨丨. 
Under this norm, A is a C氺-algebra. We may identify A with the 
C*-subalgebra B = {(a, 0) : a e A} of A via the *-isomorphism{see 
the next definition)a ^ (a, 0). 
Definition 1.1.5. Let A be a united C*-algebra. An element 
a £ A is called invertible if there exists b £ A such that ab=ba=l. 
An element a £ Ais called positive if a* a = aa* and a{a) = {A 6 
C : A1 — a zs not invertible in A} C [0, oo). If A is not united，an 
element a £ A is called positive if it is positive in A. 
Remark 1.1.6. Let A be a C*-algebra (not necessarily united). 
An element a ^ A is positive if and only if there exists an ele-
ment X E A such that a = x*x. 
Definition 1.1.7. Let A be a C氺-algebra. A linear map 0 : A — 
C is called positive if 執a) > 0 for any positive element a e A. 
A state is a positive linear map with ||(/)|| = sup{\(p{a)\ : a G 
A, ||a|| < 1} - 1. 
Theorem 1.1.8 ([11] theorem 3.3.1). A positive linear map 0 
on a C*-algebra is necessarily bounded, i.e. ||(/>|| = sup{\(f){a)\ : 
a G v4, ||a|| < 1} < oo. 
Theorem 1.1.9 ([11] corollary 3.3.4). Let A he a united C*-
algehra and cj) is a bounded linear functional on A. Then 小 is 
positive if and only if ||(/)|| 二 
Definition 1.1.10. Let A be a C氺-algebra. A tracial positive 
linear functional (p : A C is a positive linear map such that 
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0(a6) — (/)(ba) for any a^b G A. If，in addition, it is also a state, 
then we call it a tracial state. 
Remark 1.1.11. A positive linear functional is tracial if and 
only if (l){a*a) = (j){aa*) for all a e A. 
Definition 1.1.12. A *-homomorphism (j) from a C*-algebra A 
into C氺-algebra B is a linear map such that (/)(a6) = (/)(a)(/)(6) 
and (/)(a*) = 0(a)* for any a,b e A. If, in addition, it is bijective, 
we called it *-isomorphism. 
Remark 1.1.13. ([11] theorem 2.1.7) A *-homomorphism 0 
from a Banach氺-algebra into a C氺-algebra is necessarily norm-
decreasing, i.e. ||(/)(a)|| < ||a|| for any a G A. ([11] theorem 
3.1.5)Moreover, an injective *-homomorphism between two C*-
algebras is an isometry. 
Definition 1.1.14. Let A he a C*-algebra. A representation of 
A is a pair (tt,H) where H is a Hilbert space and tt : A ^ B(7{) 
is a *-homomorphism. When no ambiguity arises, we just say 
7T is a representation of A. 
Definition 1.1.15. Let A be a C*-algebra and {ti,H) be a rep-
resentation of A. A vector ^ e Ti is called cyclic if the closed 
linear span of {7t{x)^ : x e A} is H. A representation {tt^H) is 
called cyclic if it has a cyclic vector. 
Definition 1.1.16. Let A be a C*-algebra and {tt.H) be a rep-
resentation of A. A subspace V G B{7i) is called tt{A)-invariant 
if for any a G A,^ G V, we have 7r(a)^ G V . 
Definition 1.1.17. Let A be a C*-algebra and {tt^H) be a rep-
resentation of A. (tt, ？{) is called irreducible if the only closed 
invariant sub spaces are {0},B{7i). 
Theorem 1.1.18. ([11] theorem 4.1.12) Let A he a C*-algebra 
and (tt, H) be a representation of A. Then (tt, H) is irreducible 
if and only if 7r(v4)' = C咖洲 where 7T{Ay — {u e B{H): 
U7r{a) = 7v�a)u for any a G A}. 
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Definition 1.1.19. Let A be a C*-algebra. Let (vr, H) be a rep-
resentation of A. Suppose JC is a closed invariant sub space ofH. 
Define tt^ : AB{JC) by = 7r(a)^(a G G JC). Then 
(tt^, JC) is called a subrepresentation of (tt, H). 
Definition 1.1.20. Let A he a C*-algebra. Let {(tt?:, be 
a family of representations of A. Let H = ^Hi = {(&) : G 
九 < oo}. For any ^ = fc),?? = (rji) G h, define 
< T] � = h < >. Under this inner product, H is a 
Hilbert space. Define tt : A by [7r(a)(^)]i 二 7Ti{a)^i{a G 
A. G Hi). Then (tt, H) is a representation of A and it is called 
the direct sum of the family {(tt^, Hi)}i^i of representations of 
A. 
Definition 1.1.21. Let A be a C氺-algebra. Let (tti, H-J^^)，(tt?, HTT^) 
be two representations of A. The representations (tti, 7"^兀1),(772,7i7r2) 
are called unitary equivalent if there exists a unitary map (i.e 
surjective isometry) u : TYt^  — Htt2 such that u7ri{a)u* 二 7r2(a) 
for any a e A. 
Proposition 1.1.22. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and {tx.H) 
be a nonzero irreducible representation of A. Then 7r(l^) 二 1 义 
More generally, if J is a closed ideal of A, unital(i.e.，there exists 
Ij e J such that Ijx = xlj for any x e J) and 7r(J) + 0，then 
^ ( I j ) 二 In-
Proof. Let V be the linear span of {7r(x)^ : x G J, ^ G H}. Then 
V is a nonzero invariant subspace of 7i. So 1/ is a nonzero closed 
invariant subspace of H, by irreducibility oi V = H. Since 
7r(l./)^ = f for any ^ eV and V is dense in H, 7r(lj) = In. • 
Theorem 1.1.23. ([6] corollary 2.5.4)Suppose that p is a non-
degenerate representation of a separable C*-subalgebra A of B(TC) 
into B{JC) such that p{A 门 K(H)) = 0. Then there is a sequence 
Vk of isometries of JC into H such that Vkp{o) — oVk is compact 
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for all k > 1 and all a £ A, and 
lim \\Vkp{a) — aVk\\ = 0 
k-^oo 
for any a E A. 
Definition 1.1.24. H be a Hilbert space and B{TL) be the space 
of all bounded linear operator on 7i. Let n G N. Let Mn{B{H)) 二 
{Wij]i<ij<n ‘ CLij e B{H) for any i,j}. For each a = [aij]i<ij<n,b = 
.^ij]i<i,j<n G Mn{B{7i)),a G C, we define: 
a -\-b = [aij + bij]i<ij<n 
cm = [o^aij]i<ij<n 
n -
ab = ^ ciikhj 
_/c=l � 1 细 Sn 
a* = [(^*jih<i,j<n 
Then Mn{B{n)) is a *-algebra. 
Let p : Mn{B[n)) — B{W) defined by 
n n n 
k=l k=l k=l 
for any a = [aij]i<ij<n G Mn{B(n),{ii^ ...’<^n) G 九几. 
Then p is a *-isomorphism. For each a G Mn{B{H)), we define 
|a|| = ||p(a)||. Under this norm, since B{H'^) is a C氺-algebra, 
Mn{B{n)) is a C*-algebra. 
Definition 1.1.25. Let A be a C*-algebra and let n G N. Let 
Mn{A) = {[aij]i<ij<n ： aij G A for any i,j}.Let {tt^H) be a 
faithful representation of A. Let tt^  : Mn{A) —> Mn{B{7i)) given 
by 7Tn{[aij]ij) = [7r(ay)]ij. Identifying Mn{A) with Mn{B{H)) 
via TTn, we can make to be a C*-algebra. 
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Definition 1.1.26. Let A and B be two C氺-algebra and (j): 
A — B be a linear map. For each n G N； we define 0 � : 
Mn{A) -> Mn{B) by 0�([ai.;/]i弘j“）= l(/>(aij)]i<i,j<n- We call 
(j) is completely positive if for any n G N ， 0 � is positive. 
Theorem 1.1.27. (Stinespring theorem)([12] theorem4.1) Let 
A be a united C*algebra, and let (j) \ A ^ B(Ji) be a unital{i.e. 
0(1) = idu) completely positive map. Then there exists a Hilhert 
space JC, a united *-homomorphism it : A B(JC)，and a linear 
isometry V : 7i JC such that 
(Pia) = V'7T{a)V. 
Let B{7i) be the space of all bounded linear operator on H. Re-
call that the following sets form local base of 0 for weak operator 
topology: 
{u e B{n) : < q fori = l,...,n}, 
where n e e H, ei,…，已几 > 0. Moreover, u^ u in the 
weak operator topology if and only if < Ua�,rj >—>< u � , r j > 
for any eH. 
Definition 1.1.28. Let M be a *-subalgebra of B{7i) with the 
identity M is called a von Neumann algebra if and only if 
M is closed in the weak operator topology. 
Recall that given a C氺-algekra A and a positive linear func-
tional (f) : A C. By the GNS construction, we can associate 
(j) with a representation of (tt^, Ti^) and a unit vector “ G 
such that the linear span of {vcpi/^)“ : a ^ A} is dense in 7i and 
0(a) = < > for any a e A. 
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Let S be the set of positive linear functional of A. Define a 
representation (tt, H) of A as follow: 
Let H 二 付(j) and 7r(a) : H H defined by 
(7r(a)O0 = 7r0(a)<^0，a e eU.cj) e S. 
The representation (tt, H) is called the universal representation 
of A. [11] 
Recall that the enveloping von Neumann algebra A of a C*-
algebra A is defined by the von Neumann algebra generated by 
the image of A under the universal representation of A. It is 
known that A" can be identified with the second dual A** of A 
as a Banach space [13]. 
Theorem 1.1.29. ([13] proposition 1.21.13)A representation 
(tt, V) of a can be extended uniquely to a weak*-continuous rep-
resentation (元,H) of A**. There is a uniquely central projection 
=p* and px = xp for any x G A**) in A** such that 
ker(^) = - p). Such p is called the support of {tt,H) and 
denoted by c(7r). 
Theorem 1.1.30. ([13] proof of theorem 1.21.16)LetA be a C*-
algebra. Let (tti^Hi) and (兀2’ 九2) be two inequivalent irreducible 
representations of A. Then c(7ri)c(7r2) = 0. 
Let A and B be two algebras. As vector spaces, we can form 
the tensor product A B of the vector spaces A and B. Recall 
that A(S) B is spanned by elements a <S> b{a G A, 6 G B). We can 
make A<S> B into a *-algebra with product and involution which 
satisfy : (a!061)(<22062) = (aia?�6162) and {ai^bi)* 二 (al^bl) 
for any a i , a2 G A, bi, 62 ^  B. 
Theorem 1.1.31. ([11] theorem 64.18)Let A and B be two C*-
algebras. There exists two C*-norms ||.||min cmd ||.||ma;r on A^B 
so that if \\.\\ is a C氺-norm on A 公 B’ then < ||x|| < 
^ max. 
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Definition 1.1.32. Let A be a C*-algebra. A is called nuclear 
if there is a unique C氺-norm on A <S) B for any C氺-algebra B. 
Definition 1.1.33. {Hilbert Schmidt operator)Let H and JC be 
two Hilbert spaces. Let E be an orthonormal basis of Ti. Let 
u : 7i JC be a linear operator. Define = ^^eE 
Then, is independent of the choice of orthonormal basis 
of H and u is a Hilbert Schmidt operator # < oo. We 
call u is a Hilbert Schmidt operator from H into JC.HS{H, JC) 
is the Hilbert space of all Hilbert Schmidt operators from H into 
JC forms a Hilbert space under the inner product < u, v >= 
Remark 1.1.34. Let 7 ^ 1 , 7 ^ 2 , b e Hilbert space. Let 
7^2 and v \ H2 H^ he two hounded linear operators. Then 
if u is a Hilbert Schmidt operator, then u* is a Hilbert Schmidt 
operator from 7i2 into Hi. If either u or v is a Hilbert Schmidt 
operator, then vu is a Hilbert Schmidt operator from Hi into 
訂3. 
Definition 1.1.35. {Standard Trace onB{H)) LetH be a Hilbert 
space. Let E be an orthonormal basis ofH. Define Tr : —> 
:0,oo] by Tr{u) = 树 < u(0，C〉二 IW^Ihs- If 只 is finite 
dimensional, Tr can be defined on B{H) by the same formula 
and we define tr = -Tr where n is the dimension of H. Note 
that the definition is independent of the choice of orthonormal 
basis ofTi. 
Proposition 1.1.36. ([11] theorem 24-H)Tr have the follow-
ing properties: Tr{u v) = Tr{u) + Tr{v) ，Tr{cu) = cTr{u), 
Tr{ww*) = Tr(w*w) for any u,v e B{ny, c>0,w e B{n). 
1.2 Topological groups 
Definition 1.2.1. A topological group G is a group and a topo-
logical space having continuous multiplication and continuous in-
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verse，i.e. (a, b) ah is a continuous map from G x G into G 
and a a一 1 is a continuous map from G into G. We always 
denote the identity of G by e. 
All the topological groups are assumed to he Hausdorff through-
out the whole thesis. 
Proposition 1.2.2. Let G he a topological group and V be an 
open subset of G. Then the subgroup generated by V is open. 
Proof. First, if U is open in G and x G G,by the continuity of 
the multiplication of G, xU = {xy : y e U} is open. Then 
if Ui, U2 are open in G, U1U2 = Ux吼0CU2 is open in G. Now, 
the subgroup generated by V is equal to U{ViV2...Ki : Vj = 
V or 1/一 1 for any j = 1，...,n, n G N}, hence it is open. • 
Proposition 1.2.3. Let G he a topological group and H be a 
open subgroup. Then H is closed. 
Proof. G can be written as disjoint union of left cosets of H as 
G — VJi^jXiH for some {xi \ i e I] C G with xi^ = e. Then 
H^ = is open. Hence H is closed. • 
It is well known that a locally compact group G has a left 
Haar measure, i.e., it is a nonzero regular Borel measure and 
left invariant. Moreover, it is unique up to positive constant. 
Let G he a locally compact group. We fix a Haar measure 
11 of G. For any real number p > 1, we denote by the 
Banach space of all complex borel measurable function such that 
Ig I斤办 < oo. 
Proposition 1.2.4. Let G he a locally compact group and V be 
a open subset of G. Then the Haar measure \V\ of V is positive. 
Proof. Suppose not, there exists a open subset V with = 0 . 
For any compact subset K in G, as K C \JxeGxy, it can be 
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covered by finitely many left translate of V and hence \K\=0. 
By regularity of the Haar measure, we get 二 0. But by 
definition, any haar measure is nonzero, we get a contradiction. 
• 
Proposition 1.2.5. Let G he a locally compact group. If < 
oo, then G is compact. 
Proof. Let F be a open neighborhood of e such that V is com-
pact. Pick open neighborhood U of e such that U = and 
UU C V. Claim:(7 can be covered by finitely many of open sets 
xV{x e G). Suppose not, we can pick a sequence {x^} of ele-
ments in G such that Xn 0 XmV for m . n . Then oCnUr\XmU 二 0 
for m ^ n. So 2 En=i � 丨 工 旧 = o o . == oo since 
any open sets have positive measure(w.r.t Haar measure). This 
proves the claim. Then G is a finite union of compact subsets 
and hence is compact. • 
Proposition 1.2.6. Let G he a locally compact group and N he 
a closed subgroup of G. Let Q be a compact subset of G/N. Then 
there exists a compact subset K of G such that p(K)=Q where 
p : G G/N is the canonical projection. 
Proof. First, note that since N is closed, G/N is Hausdorff and 
hence any compact subset of G/N is closed. Since G is locally 
compact, for any x G there exists a open neighborhood 
Vx of X whose closure is compact. Since p is a open map and 
Q is compact, there exists x i , X n G such that Q C 
v{Vx,) u …U Then K 二 p-\Q) fl U …U T Q is 
compact and p{K) = Q. • 
Definition 1.2.7. Let G he a topological group. A function of 
positive type on G is a continuous function (f : G C such 
that: 
n n 
Cic](fi{x~^xi) > 0 
i=l j = l 
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for any n G N, x i , G G and c i , C n G C . 
Definition 1.2.8. Let G he a topological group. A function of 
conditionally negative type on G is a continuous function (p : 
G — IR such that: 




for any n 
G and c i , C n G M. with Ci = 0. 
Theorem 1.2.9. (Schoenberg)([3] theorem C3.2) Let G he a 
topological group, and let (p : G R be a continuous function 
with (f{e) 二 0 and = (p{x) for all x e G. The following 
properties are equivalent: 
(i)(f is conditionally negative type; 
(ii)the function exp{—t(p) is positive type, for every t >0. 
Definition 1.2.10. Let G he a topological group and H he a 
real(resp. complex) Hilbert space. Denote by 0{7i){U{H)) the 
group of all orthogonal(resp. unitary) operators on 7i, i.e T 
is bounded linear operator and TT* 二 T*T == I. A orthogo-
nal (resp. unitary) representation of G is a pair (tt, TC) where 
TT : G — 0{H){resp.U{H)) is a group homomorphism and the 
map X 7r(x)<J(<f G H), G H is continuous. 
Definition 1.2.11. Let G be a topological group and (tt, H) he a 
representation of G. A cyclic vector ^ eH is a vector such that 
the closed linear span of {7r(x)^ : x E G} is 7i,(7r, 7i) is called 
cyclic if it has a cyclic vector. 
Definition 1.2.12. Let G be a topological group and Ti be a 
real Hilbert space. An action a of G by affine isornetries on 7i 
is a homomorphism a : G Isom{7i)(the group of all bijective 
affine isornetries T, i.e T — T(0) is orthogonal onH) such that 
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for any ^ ^ Ti, the map x i—> is continuous from G into 
n. 
Theorem 1.2.13. (GNS-construction) Let G be a topological 
group and (p : G C be a function of positive type. Then 
there exists a cyclic unitary representation (tTC^，T"^；；?) and a cyclic 
vector “ G H,^ such that f{x) = for any x e G. 
Proof. Let V be the complex vector space of all functions on G 
with finite support. Put Sx{y) = I for y = x, otherwise 6x{y) 二 
0, x^ye G. If f,ge V, then f = Zti aA* and g = E “ 
for some m,n G N, ai, …,bn G C, xi, ...’"n ^ 
G. Define <, V x 1/ ^ C by 
m n 
< Lg Y1 ^i^Myj^^i"! 
i=l j=l 
Then <, is linear in first component and conjugate linear in 
second component. < f,g < g,f >ip follows from the fact 
that = (p{x). A n d � / , f)^ > 0 follows from the fact that 
(f is function of positive type. Let N = {f eV ：< f, f >ip= 0}. 
By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, iV is a subspace of V. Denote 
by [/] the equivalent class of f in V/N. Define an inner product 
on V/N by setting 
< :/]，⑷〉=< f,g 
This is well defined by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Let 
be the completion of {V/N^ <，>). 
Given any x e G, define an linear operator 7T{X) on V by setting 
{7r{x)f){y) 二 f{x-'y) for ^ny f e V, y e G. U f = “ A 广 
Then 7r(x)/ = YlZi 仅^石了‘：^. So 
m 
=< 7r{x)f,7T{x)f >产 Z aiQ-ifixJ^X-'^XXi) = WfWl 
i’j=l 
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So 7t{X) maps N into N. Define : V/N 一 V/N by 
setting TT^p{x){[f]) = [7T{x)f]. It follows from the above equa-
tions 7T^ p(x) is well-defined and a linear isometry. We extend 
7^ p^(x) to an isometry (still denote by on Ti^. It is clear 
that 'K^p(x)'K^p{y) = and tt办)—id. Hence, n^p : G 
U ^ is a homomorphism. 
My)[^z]—�(:r)[(y ||2 = \ \5y, - = 2ip{e) — 
Since (f is continuous, ||7r<^ (y)[(^ z] — 0 as y — x. 
Using the facts that the closed linear span of {(5工:t G G} is 
and 7t^{x) are bounded for any x e G.we get x i-^  is 
continuous for any ^ G H^. 
L e t � = [6e]. Then ^^ is cyclic vector for the representation 
{tt^^H^) and 
< 兀A工)�,Cp >=< J工，知 >¥>= W(工） 
• 
Proposition 1.2.14. Let G he a topological group and {tt,H) 
be a orthogonal representation of G. Let b be a function from G 
into n and a : G 0{H). Suppose a{g)^ 二 n[g�€ + b{g) for 
any g G G,^ G Then the following are equivalent: 
(i)a is an affine isometric action on H. 
(ii)b is continuous and b{gh) = b{g)-{-'K{g)b{h) for any g,h e G. 
Moreover, if there exists ^ e H such that (Hi) b{g) = - ^ 
for any g G G,then b satisfies (ii). 
Proof. It follows from direct computations. • 
Definition 1.2.15. As in the same setting of previous propo-
sition, b satisfying (ii) is said to be satisfied 1-cocycle relation 
with respect to tt. Denote by Z'^{G,7t) be the set of all such 
6.Denote by B^{G,7t) be the set of all b satisfying (iii). a is 
said to be the affine isometric action associated with tt and b 
whenever b satisfies (ii). 
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Theorem 1.2.16. (GNS-construction) Let G be a topological 
group and : G —> M 6e a function of conditionally negative 
type. Then there exists an affine isomet/ric action (a^；, Ti^j) of G 
such that: 
(i)the linear span of {a;/,(x)(0) : x e G} is dense in 
(ii)ilj{x) = 乂：r)(0)||2 for any x e G. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the above theorem. 
Let V be the vector space of containing all real-valued functions 
of G on of the form XlILi Q x^i where n G N, c i , c ^ G M such 




where f = ^ ^ ^ aiS^^ and g = ^j^yj for some m,n G 
N,ai’ ...，a爪,，6i，...，6n G •-.Vn ^ G. Then < ’ � 力 
is bilinear, < f,g >^=< g j and < f j 0 for any 
f,g eV. Let N = {f eV :< fJ 0}. By Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality, TVis a subspace of V. Denote by [/] the equivalent 
class of f in V/N. Define an inner product <，�on V/N by 
setting 
< :/]，["] >=< f,g�^j) 
for any / , g G V. Let H外 be the completion of {V, < . � ) . 
For any x e G, define an linear operator 7r(x) on V by setting 
{7T{x)f){y) = f[x-iy) for any f e V and y e G. Then, as in 
the previous theorem, we have < 7r(x)/, 7r(x) /� . i j )=< / , / >v；. 
So we can define a linear isometry 7t^{x) on V/N by setting: 
兀(1)1/1 = [ttvX^)/] for any / G y 
We extend 7r^(x)(still denote by 7t^{x)) to a linear isometry on 
Till；. As in above theorem, we can check that tt^ : G 0{H^) 
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is an orthogonal representation of G on H p^. 
Define b-.G — U^hy 
b{x) = [S:c ^e. 
Then \\b{x)\\l = - l / 2 ( ^ ( e ) + - 2iP{x)) = And 
7T^{x)b{y) + b{x) = - (y + - 5e] = [S^y — = b(xy). 
Hence, b e Zi(7r峻,G). 
Let a-tp : G Isom(Ji��by setting 
二 + h{x) for any x e G and G K吻 
Then a^ is an affine isometric action of G satisfying the desired 
conditions. • 
Lemma 1.2.17. (”Lemma of the center'')([3] lemma 2.2.7)Let 
H he a real or complex Hilbert space, and let X be a nonempty 
hounded subset ofH. Among all closed balls in H containing X, 
there exists a unique one with minimal radius. 
Proposition 1.2.18. Let G be a topological group and H be a 
closed subgroup of G. Let tt be an orthogonal representation TT of 
G on a real Hilbert space H. Let b G with associated 
affine isometric action a. The following properties are equiva-
lent: 
(i)b\H belongs to tt); 
(ii)b is bounded on H; 
(in)all the H-orbits{{a{g)^ : g e H} for any ^ e H) of a are 
bounded; 
(iv)some H-orbit of a is bounded; 
(v)a has a H-fixed point in 7i. 
Proof, (z) (t'):Suppose there exists ^ such that b{x) = 7t{x)^ — 
^ for any ^ eTi. Then for any x e H, 
= • ) ( - 0 + - e = -€ 
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(v)=> � : S u p p o s e a has a //-fixed point ^ G Then for any 
X e H, 
6 ⑷ =⑷ + a 剛=-TT剛 + ^  =咖)(-0 — (-0 
(u), {iii), (iv) are equivalent follows from = 7r(x)<J + b{x) 
and ||7r(x)^ || = hold for any x e G and ^ ^H. 
(v) => (iv) is clear. 
(iv)=> � : S u p p o s e there exists ^ G 7Y such that the set X = 
: X e H} is bounded. By lemma of the center, let rj be 
the center of the unique closed ball containing X with minimal 
radius. For any x G H,TT�oc)r] is the center of the unique closed 
ball containing 7t{x)X with minimal radius. Since 7r(x)X = 
X^Ti{x)r] 二 rj and hence 77 is a H-fixed point for the action 
a. • 
Definition 1.2.19. Let G be a topological group and / : G —> C. 
f is called left uniformly continuous z/sup^g^^ Ifi^i^) —/(工力I — 
as Xi ^ X. Denote by UCB(G) the vector space of all left 
uniformly continuous functions on G. 
Remark 1.2.20. If f : G — C is left uniformly continuous, 
then xf is left uniformly continuous for any x G G, where 
工 f�y) = /O—i") . 
Definition 1.2.21. A invariant mean m on UCB(G) is a linear 
functional m : UCB{G) 一 C with the following properties: 
(i)m{lG) = 1 
(ii)m{f) > 0 for all f G UCB{G) with / > 0 
(iii)m{xf) = m ( / ) for any f G UCB{G) and x 6 G,where 
工 Ay) = /(工-1"). 
Definition 1.2.22. Let G he a topological group. G is called 
amenable if UCB(G) has an invariant mean. 
Remark 1.2.23. Compact groups are amenable. Indeed, Let fi 
be the normalized Haar measure on a compact group G. Then 
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m : UCB{G) — C defined by m{f) = JQ fd/j^ is an invariant 
mean on UCB(G). 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Property T for topological 
groups 
All results in this chapter are referred to [3]. Throughout this 
chapter, G always denotes a Hausdorff topological group. 
2.1 Definitions and some basic properties 
In this chapter, all topological groups are assumed to be Haus-
dorff. 
Definition 2.1.1. Let G be a topological group and H be a closed 
subgroup of G. Let (tt, Ti) be a unitary representation of G. An 
element ^ £ 7i is said to be an invariant vector (resp. H-
invariant vector) if 7t{x)^ = ( for any x e G {resp. for any 
X e H). We write Tip for the subspace of all invariant vectors. 
Definition 2.1.2. Let (tt, Ti) be a unitary representation of a 
topological group G. Let S be a subset of G and e > 0. A vector 
^ E H is said to be a (5, e)-invariant vector if svip^^g ||7r(x)(f — 
ell 
Definition 2.1.3. Let G be a topological group. Let (tt.H) be 
a unitary representation of G. (tt, H) is said to almost have 
invariant vectors if for any compact subset K of G and e � 0 ， 
there exists a unit vector^ G Ti such that < 已 
18 
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Definition 2.1.4. Let G be a topological group and H be a closed 
subgroup of G. Let S be a subset of G and e > 0. (5, e) is 
called a Kazhdan pair for G {resp. {G, H)) if it has the following 
property:If (tt, 7i) is a unitary representation and there exists a 
unit vector ^ EH such that — < e, then it has 
a nonzero invariant vector{resp. nonzero H-invariant vector). 
Definition 2.1.5. Let G he a topological group and H be a dosed 
subgroup of G. G{resp.{G, H)) is said to have property T if there 
exists a compact subset K C G and e > 0 for which (/<，e) is a 
Kazhdan pair for G{resp.{G, H)). 
Remark 2.1.6. Let G be a topological group and H be a closed 
subgroup of G.{G, H) has property T if and only if for any uni-
tary representation (tt, H) of G having almost invariant vectors 
must have a nonzero H-invariant vector. 
Proposition 2.1.7. Let G be a topological group, let (5, e) be 
a Kazhdan pair for G and J > 0. Then for every unitary rep-
resentation (tt, H) of G and every (5, 6e)-invariant unit vector 
^ e H, we have — < S where P .. H — 71�is the 
orthogonal projection of H. 
Proof. 二 & + & for some & G H^ and & G {H^)^. Let 
t e M and 0 < t < 1. Since has no invariant vector 
and (5, e) is Kazhdan pair for G, there exists x G S such that 
|7r(a:)^ 2 — <^2|| > On the other hand, ||7r(x)<^ 2 — 61 = 
k(工k-<e|| < Hence, - ||6|| < H. Take t -> 1, 
we get the result. • 
Proposition 2.1.8. Let G be a topological group and {tt.H) be 
a unitary representation of G. Suppose there exists a unit vector 
i ^H such that sup^,^^^ ||7r(x)(f — <f|| < y/2. Then (tt,H) has a 
nonzero invariant vector. 
Proof. Let S be the closed convex hull of { t t � � : x G G}. 
Let rj e S he the unique element with minimal norm. Since 
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7T{X)S = S for any x G G, it follows that 77 is an invariant 
vector. It suffices to show 77 is nonzero. 
For any x e G, \ |7r(x)^  —印2 =〈兀(工)《一兀(工— 0 = 2 -
2Re < >. Hence, 2Re < >二 2 — ||7r(a:)f — 
CiP > eo > 0 where €0 = 2 — sup工||7r(x)^ —印2 > 0. Hence, 
2Re {rj, 0 > > 0. Therefore, rj ^O. • 
Let G be a locally compact group. Recall that the left regular 
representation (Ag’L2(G)) is given by 
刷 m = f{x-'y) 
for any x,y e G and f G 1?{G、. For any f,g ^ Cc{G)(the 
space of all complex valued continuous function on G with com-
pact support), the convolution f ^ g is defined by f ^ g{x)= 
JG f〔y)g(y_I工)dy. We can refer to [8] for the convolutions. 
Theorem 2.1.9. Let G he a locally compact group. The follow-
ing statements are equivalent: 
(i)G has property T and is amenable; 
(ii)G is compact 
Proof, (a) (z): Assume that G is compact. Proposition 2.1.8 
implies that G has property T. It is known that any compact 
group is amenable. 
(z) (n): Suppose that G has property T and is amenable. 
Since G is amenable, the left regular representation (Ag, 
almost has invariant vectors ([3] theorem G.3.2). By property 
T of has a nonzero invariant vector / . Let U be the 
collection of all neighborhoods of the identity e. For each U gU, 
we choose a function {如 } G Cc{G) whose support is contained 
in U. Then we have ||/ * 如— / I I 2 0 as [ — {1}. Therefore 
there exists U e U such that f ^ ipu ^ 0. Note f * 如 \s 
continuous. For any x G G, X(^oc�(J本如)={X{x)f)^ipu = /*功[/. 
Therefore, f * 如=c for some nonzero constant c. This shows 
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that G has finite measure and hence G is compact (proposition 
1.2.5). • 
Theorem 2.1.10. Let G he a locally compact group with prop-
erty T. Then G is compactly generated. In particular, a discrete 
group r with property T is finitely generated. 
Proof. We prove the first statement and the second statement 
follows directly. 
Let ^ be the set of all open subgroups of G which are compactly 
generated. Then G = Uhe^^- Indeed, since G is locally com-
pact, for any x e G, there exists neighborhood V of x such that 
V is compact. Let H be the subgroup generated by V. Since 
V is open, H is open(proposition 1.2.2). As open subgroups are 
closed (proposition 1.2.3), H is also generated by F. 
For any H e 老,then G/H is discrete since H is open. 
Let {Xg/h： 1P\G/Hy) be the unitary representation of G defined 
by \G/H{^)i{yH)=认oc-iyH). Note {xi} converging to x im-
plies Xi belong to the xH for sufficient large i. Using this fact and 
is a unitary operator, we can show 入g/j^  is strongly 
continuous. 
Let A = Then 入 almost has invariant vectors. In-
deed, let K be a compact subset of G. Then K can be covered by 
Hi\J...{jHn for some //"i,...,//^ G 'S- Let H be the subgroup gen-
erated by U... UHn. Then H is open and compact generated. 
So 5h G f { G / H ) { 6 H stands for characteristic function of {H}) 
is K-invariant and we regard it as a vector in the space of A. 
By property T of G, there exists a nonzero G-invariant vector 
He^ Hed 
Let H ed such that ^h 0. Then P{G/H) has a (^-invariant 
vector. Therefore, G/H is finite. Let C be a compact set gen-
erating H and cci,cck G G such that G/H = {xiH, ...,XkH}. 
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Then G is generated by the compact set CU {xi , ...x^}. So G is 
compactly generated. • 
Proposition 2.1.11. Let Gi and G2 be topological groups, and 
let if \ Gi G2 be a continuous homomorphism with dense im-
age. IfGi has property T, then G2 has property T. In particular, 
if Gi has property T, then so does Gi/N for every closed normal 
subgroup N of Gi. 
Proof. Let {K, e) be a Kazhdan pair of Gi where K is compact 
subset of Gi. Since (p is continuous, (p{K) is compact. Suppose 
(tt, ？{) is a unitary representation of G2 having a unit {(p{K), e)-
invariant vector. Then (tt o 7i) is a unitary representation 
of Gi having a unit (K, e)-invariant vector. Since (K, e) is a 
Kazhdan pair of Gi, there exists a nonzero vector rj 6 H such 
that TT o (p{x)r] 二 77 for all x G Gi. Since {tt .H) is strongly 
continuous and (p{Gi) is dense in G2, r] is G^invariant. • 
Corollary 2.1.12. Let Gi be a topological group with property 
T, and let G2 he a locally compact amenable group. Every con-
tinuous homomorphism ip .. Gi — G2 has a relatively compact 
image (i.e. the closure of the image is compact). In particular, 
every continuous homomorphism (f : Gi ^ or (f : G]_ — IT' 
is constant. 
Proof. Let H be the closure of ^{Gi). Since closed subgroups 
of locally compact amenable groups are amenable([3] corollary 
G.3.3), H is amenable. Also, H has property T by proposition 
2.1.11. Hence, by theorem 2.1.9, H is compact. 
Since abelian topological groups are amenable, the last state-
ment follows from the first statement and the fact that the trivial 
subgroup is the unique compact subgroup of R" and Z^. • 
Recall that the commutator subgroup [G, G] is the subgroup 
generated by : x, y G G}. 
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Corollary 2.1.13. Let G be a locally compact group with prop-
erty T. Then: 
(i)the Hausdorff ahelio.nized group G/[G^ G] is compact; 
(ii)G is unimodular. 
In particular, if T is a discrete group with property T, then its 
abelianization r / [ r , P] is finite. 
Proof. For (i), since G has property T, G/[G, G] has property 
T. Since G/[G, G] is abelian, it is amenable. Hence, it is com-
pact (theorem 2.1.9). 
For (ii), the modular function A of G is a continuous homo-
morphism from G into R+. Since {1} is the unique compact 
subgroup of R+, (ii) follows from previous corollary. • 
2.2 Hereditary properties 
Theorem 2.2.1. Let G he a locally compact group, and let H 
be a closed subgroup of G such that G/H has a finite invariant 
{i.e/i{xE) = fi{E) for any Borel set E C G/H) regular Borel 
measure. The following are equivalent: 
(i)G has property T 
(ii)H has property T. 
Proof. To prove (ii) implies (i), assume that H has property T. 
Let [K, e) be a Kazhdan pair for H where K is a, compact. Let fi 
be an invariant regular Borel measure on G/H with iJ,{G/H)= 
1. By regularity of fi and proposition 1.2.6, we can choose a 
compact subset K' of G with K C K' and 
Kp{I<')) > 3/4 
where p : G ^ G/H denotes the canonical projection. Set 
- m i n { 6 / 4 , l / 4 } . 
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We claim that ( K '， i s a Kazhdan pair for G. 
Indeed, let (tt, H) be a unitary representation of G with a {K', e') 
unit invariant vector Then restricting tt to H and taking 
= 1/4 in proposition 2.1.7, we have 
where P : — H^ is the orthogonal projection onto the sub-
space Ti^ of Ti containing all //-invariant vectors. Set = P^. 
The mapping 
GjH — n,工H … { x ) � 
is well-defined(since = for all h e H), continuous (since 
the mapping G x is continuous) and bounded. 
Define f : 7i — C by f(rj) = Jg,h (ju 兀(力 O d^i[xH). Then f is 
a bounded linear functional on H. By Riesz representation theo-
rem, there exists unique rjo e H such that ！寧�…兀(工)€'�dyL{xH)= 
〈77，770) for any r] e H . And we may also denote such rjo by 
[7T{x)^'dfl{xH). 
JG/H 
Similar vector valued integrals will also occur later. Note 
lbl|2 = I [ (77o,7r(a:)0 d^{xH)\ < [ |�r/o，兀(工MM工丑） 
JG/H JG/H 
< I M I [ I I 兀 ⑷ 《 I M M 洲 . 
JG/H 
Hence, | | 7 r ( : z ; ) < f g Jg/// Similar 
considerations will occur later. By G-invariance of we have 
for all g e G, for all r] e H , 
〈”，兀(")"0〉=〈兀(5^ -1)77’”0〉= / {7T{g~^)rj,7T{x)^')dfi{xH) 
JG/H 
=[〈"，7r{gx)0 dfi{xH) = [ � 7 7 , t t � O dfi{xH) = � " ’ rjo) 
JG/H JG/H 
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hence 7T{g)rjo = r/o, i.e tjq is G-invariant. It remains to show that 
rjo ¥ 0. Observe that, since iJ,{p{K^)) > 3/4 and < 1, 
1770- / t t O ) � S I \\7T{x)^'\\d/j.{xH) < l /4.(**) 
on the other hand, by (*), we have 
I I I TT{x)i'd^{xH) - [ 7r{x)^dfi{xH)\\ < l/4.(* * *) 
Jp{K') Jp{K') 
As <e is (AV)-invariant, ||7r(x)^  < < 1/4 for all x G 
and we obtain \\rjo-/i{p{K'))^\\ < = | from (**) and (***). 
Since |旧| = 1 and fJ^{p{K')) > 3/4, it follows that rjo^O. • 
Lemma 2.2.2. Let G he a topological group, N be a closed 
normal subgroup of G and p : G ^ G/N the canonical pro-
jection. Let (Qi, ei) and {Q2, 62) be Kazhdan pairs for N and 
G/N,respectively. Let Q be a subset of G with Qi C Q and 
Q2 C p{Q). Set e = min{ei/2,e2/2}. Then (Q, e) is a Kazhdan 
pair for G. 
Proof. Let (tt, 7i) be a unitary representation of G with a unit 
(Q, e)-invariant vector f . We claim that G has a (Q, €2)-invariant 
vector in the subspace H ^ containing all the TV-invariant vec-
tors. 
Since (Q, ei) is a Kazhdan pair for N. By proposition 2.1.7, tak-
ing 6 == 1/2, we have - P(f|| < 1 / 2 where P is the orthogonal 
projection of H onto H^. In particular, 2 1/2. Since N 
is normal in G, H^ is G-invariant. Therefore, P7t{x) = 7t{x)P 
for any x e G. Then, since ^ is (Q, e)-invariant, for any x G Q, 
This proves the claim. The restriction of tt to the subspace 
H^ factorizes to a unitary representation p of G/N. Since 
Q2 C p(Q), p has a (Q2, 62)-invariant vector, namely, Pg. Since 
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((52，€2) is a Kazhdan pair for G/N, p has a nonzero G/N-
invariant vector in H^. Such vector is 7r(G)-invariant. This 
proves (Q, e) is a Kazhdan pair for G. • 
Proposition 2.2.3. Let G he a locally compact group, and let N 
be a closed normal subgroup of G. If N and G/N have property 
T, then G has property T. 
Proof. Let (Qi ,ei ) and {Q2, 62) be Kazhdan pairs for N and 
G/N such that Qi is compact in N and Q2 is compact in G/N 
respectively. Since G is locally compact, by proposition 1.2.10, 
there exists compact set Q^ C G such that piQs) = Q2 where 
P : G G/N is the canonical projection. Let Q = Qi U Q3. 
Then Q is compact and (Q, min{ei/2, €2/2}) is Kazhdan pair for 
G by previous lemma. Hence, G has property T. • 
Proposition 2.2.4. Let Gi and G2 be topological groups. Then 
the direct product Gi x G2 has property T if and only if Gi and 
G2 have property T. 
Proof. The 'only i f part is clear since property T is inherited 
for quotients. 
For ' i f part, (Qi，ei) and {Q2, 62) be Kazhdan pairs for Gi and 
G2 such that Qi is compact in Gi and Q2 is compact in G2 
respectively. Let Q = Qi x e2 U e! x Q2 where e^  is the identity 
element for Gi. Then Q is compact and (Q, min{ei/2, £2/2}) is 
Kazhdan pair for Gi x G2 by previous lemma. Hence, Gi x G2 
has property T. • 
2.3 A characterization for property T 
Definition 2.3.1. Let G be a topological group and H be a closed 
subgroup of G. (G,H) is said to have property (FH) if any affine 
isometric action (a'，H) of G on a real Hilbert space must have 
a H-fixed point, i.e there exists ^ G 7Y such that = ^ for 
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any h G H. 
Recall that a topological space is called a-compact if it is a count-
able union of compact subsets. For a locally compact Hausdorff 
space, any compact subset can be covered by the interior of some 
compact subset. Let X be a a-compact locally compact Hausdorff 
space X, then there exists an increasing sequence {K^) of com-
pact subsets of G such that G = UnInt{Kn). Indeed, let (C^) be 
a sequence of compact subsets of G such that G = UnC^n. 
construct successively. First, we can find a compact set Ki 
such that Ci C int{Ki). Suppose we have chosen compact sets 
Ki,...,Kn such that Cj C int{Kj) and Kj—i C int{Kj) for any 
j = 1 , n . Since /vi U ... U /C^ U Cn+i is compact, we have a 
compact set such that Ki U ... U Kn U Cn+i C int{Kn+i)-
Denote by oott as an infinite countable multiple of tt 
Proposition 2.3.2. Let G be a a-compact locally compact group 
and H be a closed subgroup of G. Let TT be an orthogonal rep-
resentation of G on a real Hilbert space H without nonzero H-
invariant vectors. If tt almost has invariant vectors, then there 
exists b e oott) which is unbounded on H. In particular, 
(C, li) does not have Property (FH). 
Proof. Let {Kn) be an increasing sequence of compact subsets 
of G such that G = UrJnt Kn. Since tt almost has invariant 
vectors, there exists, for every n, a unit vector “ G H such that 
Mx)^n - 6 � 2 < 1 / 2 V o r all x G Kn 
For each x e G, set b { x ) = � — Cn). We claim that 
b{x) is actually in 九.Indeed, for each x e G, there exists 
N such that x G Kn, then - f r J P < 1/2"^ for any n> N. 
Then 
oo 00 
E n2|| 兀⑷ 口 2 s Z � 2 � o o , 
n=N n=N 
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Hence, b{x) is well defined. The same argument shows the series 
is uniformly convergent on compact subsets of G. Hence, b is 
continuous. Moreover, it is clear that b satisfies the 1-cocycle 
relation. 
We claim that b is unbounded on H. Indeed, since TT has no 
nonzero //-invariant vector, we can find, for any n G N, there 
exists Xn ^ H such that 
|7r(Xn)Cn 一 Cnll > 1 
Hence, ||6(xn)|| > n\\7T{xn)^n — > n. Hence, b is unbounded 
on H. And the affine isometric action associated with OOTT and 
b has no iiT-fixed point, by proposition 1.2.18. • 
Remark 2.3.3. Let (tt, H) be a unitary representation of a topo-
logical group G. H is regarded as a real vector space Hr. En-
dowed Hr with the inner product rj)^ = Re 7]) for any 
(^ ,77 G Hr. Then Hr is a real Hilbert space. We define an orthog-
onal representation tt股 of G on Ti^ by defining =兀(工 
for any x e G and ^ G Hr. Then {tt^H) almost has invariant 
vectors if and only if (ttr, Hr) almost has invariant vectors. 
Corollary 2.3.4. Let G be a a-compact locally compact group 
and H he a closed subgroup of G. If (G,H) has property (FH), 
(G,H) has property T. 
Proof. It follows from proposition 2.3.2 and previous remark. 
• 
Theorem 2.3.5. Let G be a topological group and H be a closed 
subgroup of G. Let TT be an orthogonal representation of G on a 
real Hilbert space 7i. Let b e Denote by a the affine 
isometric action of G associated to tt and b. 
Fix t > 0. Then there exists a complex Hilbert space Tit, a con-
tinuous mapping ^t from H into the unit sphere of Tit, and a 
unitary representation nt of G on Tit with the following proper-
ties: 
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⑷贼),Mv)) = exp(-t||e - ”||2) for any H; 
(ii)7Tt{9)M0 = for any g e G and ^ e H; 
(in)the linear span of 龟t(J~0 is dense in Tit; 
(ivjif {^n)n is a sequence in 7i tending to infinity{that zs^lim^ = 
oo), then converges weakly to 0 in Ht (ielim < [认” >= 
0 for any 77 G Tit) 
(v)the action a has a H-fixed point in H if and only if the rep-
resentation TTt has a nonzero H-invariant vector in Tit-
Proof. Let G be the semi-direct product G ix of G with the 
additive group of Ti, with the product 
( " ， r ] ) = {gh, 7T{g)rj + g,h e G 丄r] eK 
Note that, in (5,(e, 0) is the identity and (g-i , is the 
inverse of (仏 0 . 
Let n be the orthogonal representation of 6 on given by 
n (仏 0 二 w(…， 
Define a 1-cocycle B on G by 
and let 屯 be the function conditionally negative type on G given 
by 
By Schoenberg's theorem, the function exp(-t^) is of positive 
type on (5. By GNS-construction applied to exp(-t^), there 
exists a cyclic unitary representation (H ,^ Tit) of C and a cyclic 
unit vector ^ e Ht such that 
exp(—力屯(仏 0 ) = 0 M g , O � t , & � , (ff^O G ^ 
Let TTt be the unitary representation of G obtained by restricting 
n^ to G, i.e, 
M9) = ^t(g,0), geG 
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Define ..H — Hthy 
歪((0 二n办,Ote)，un 
Then, for ^H^ we have 
= � n t ( e , e i ) 滅 
=exp(-^||e - ?7||2) (6(e) = 0 since b e Z{G,7t)) 
This proves � . 
To show (zz), observe first that, for any g eG.we have 
=� n (仏 0)—in(e，6(…)te),&� 
Hence, as (t)t{b{g)) and 7Tt{g)^ t are unit vectors, it follows from 
the equality of Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that 
MKg)) = 3l\,geG 
Prom this, for any g G G�t G H, 
兀K办MO 二 rMp,o)n办, 
= Tk(gMg 職 ) 
= n 也 聰 ) n “仏 
= nt(e,7r(g)0Ut(e,b(gm^t) 
= n , ( e , 聰 + 僅 ) = 
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This proves (ii). And 
= n , ( e , 抓 ( 6 ’ h{gm = nt(e, h{g) + 饥 
Since ^t is a cyclic vector for 11 “ (Hi) follows. 
For (iv),let (^n)n be a sequence in Ti such that linin \ \^n\\ = oo. 
By (i), for every ^ G 7Y, 
and hence limn (^t(^n), ^t(O) = since t > 0. Since the linear 
span : ^ eH} is dense in Ht by (in) and since 
is bounded, it follows that lirrin = • for any rj G Tit. 
This proves (iv). 
For (V), assume that a has a //-fixed point ^ e H . Then is 
a invariant vector for ivti^H), by {ii). Conversely, assume that a 
has no //-fixed point in Ti. By proposition 1.2.18, all //-orbits of 
a are unbounded. Let r] £ Ht be an invariant vector for TTtiH). 
We want to show rj = 0. For any ^ K , there exists a sequence 
(Pn)n in H such that 
lim||a(pn)C|| = oo 
11 
Then 
〈 亞 农 ) ， ” ) 〉 = i s ^i(//)-invariant) 
=lim�7rt("n)屯t(0，”)〉 
n 
= l i m � M a ( w ) O， 7 7 ) � = 0 ( B y ,问 ) 
n 
Since the linear span ： ^ G H } is dense in H^ rj = 0. • 
Proposition 2.3.6. Let a be an affine isometric action of the 
topological group G. For t > 0，let 龟t,礼,兀t) be the triple asso-
ciated to a as in Theorem 2.3.5. If {tn)n is a sequence of positive 
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real numbers with lim^ tn = 0，then ^n'^tn has almost invariant 
vectors. 
Proof. Let = (l>“i(0) G K � . By (i) and (ii) of theorem 2.3.5, 
we have \\^n\ \ = 1 and 
I M " ) & - CnlP = I K - 镇 | | 2 
= 2 —2exp(—g|a � ||2). 
It follows that limn I I t t ^ ^ , — = • uniformly on compact 
subsets of G. Viewing ^^ as a vector in the Hilbert space of 
©n^ Ttn, we see that almost has invariant vectors. • 
Theorem 2.3.7. fDelorme-Guichardet [3]) Let G be a topolog-
ical group and H be a closed subgroup of G. 
(i)If (G,H) has property T, then (G,H) has property (FH). 
(a) If G is a a-compact locally compact group and if (G,H) has 
property (FH), then (G,H) has property T. 
Proof. For (i) (n), suppose {G, H) does not have property 
(FH). Then there exists a affine isometric action (a,Ti) of G 
without i^-fixed point. Let (J^ u 礼,沉t) be the triple associated 
to a as in Theorem 2.3.5. Let {tn)n is a sequence of positive 
real numbers with lim^^  tn = 0. By proposition 2.3.6, 0n7rt^  has 
almost invariant vectors. By � of theorem 2.3.5, tt^  has no 
nonzero //-invariant vector. Hence,�n兀tn has no nonzero H-
invariant vector. This shows (G, H) does not have property T. 
(ii) (i) was proved in corollary 2.3.4. • 
2.4 Examples 
Example 2.4.1. Compact groups have property T. 
Example 2.4.2. ([3] theorem 1.4.15)SL{ji, K) has property T 
for any n > 3 any non-discrete locally compact local field. R and 
C are two examples of non-discrete locally compact local field. 
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Example 2.4.3. ([3] example 1.7.4)SL{n,Z) has property T for 
any n > 3. 
Example 2.4.4. ([1] theorem 2)The unitary group U{7i) on a 
separable Hilbert space H under the strong operator topology has 
property T. 
We also give some examples of topological groups without prop-
erty T. 
Example 2.4.5. 5L(2,R), SL(n,Q)(n > 2) are examples 
of topological groups without property T. See [3]. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 3 
Property T for C*-algebras 
This chapter is based on Bekka，s paper [2] and Brown's paper [4]. 
Bekka，s property T for C*-algebra is given and two main related 
results are presented. The first result shows the equivalence be-
tween Property T for a countable discrete group and Property T 
for its group C氺-algebra. The second result shows a united sep-
arable nuclear C氺-algebra with property T is *-isomorphic to a 
direct sum of a finite dimensional C*-algebra and a C*-algebra 
without tracial state. 
3.1 Countable discrete groups and their group 
C*-algebras 
Definition 3.1.1. Let A be a C*-algebra(resp. von Neumann 
algebra). A Hilbert himodule is a pair of commuting representa-
tions (resp. continuous in the weak operator topology) (p“ H) and 
{pr, H) of A and AOP (the opposite C*-algebra of A) respectively. 
The commuting condition means pi{a)pr{b°^) = pr{b°^)pi{a) for 
all a, b G A. When no ambiguity arises, we say H is a Hilbert 
himodule of A and denote pi{a)^ by and ycv(a叩by ^a for 
any a e A and ^ 
Definition 3.1.2. Let A be a C*-algebra and H he a Hilbert 
himodule of A. H is said to have almost central vectors if for 
34 
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any finite subset F C A and e > 0； there exist a unit vector G 
7i such that — < 6 for any a e F. H is said to have 
a nonzero central vector if there exists a nonzero vector ^ £ H 
such that a^ = ^a for any a e A. 
Definition 3.1.3. Let A be a C*-algebra. A is said to have 
property T if for any Hilbert bimodule of A having almost central 
vectors must have a nonzero central vector. 
Remark 3.1.4. There is an equivalent definition of property T 
for C氺-algebra: There exists a finite subset F C A and e > 0 
such that for any Hilbert bimodule H of A, if there exists a unit 
vector ^ E H satisfying — < e for a £ F, then H has a 
nonzero central vector. 
Proof. It is clear that if A satisfies the above condition, then 
A has property T. Conversely, we show if A does not satisfy 
the above condition, then A has no property T. For any finite 
subset F C A and e > 0, there exists a Hilbert bimodule HF,e 
of A and a unit vector ^ 九F’e such that — < e 
for any a G F and 7iF,e has no nonzero central vectors. Let 
n 二 � H f , , = { { ^ f J ： e 九F，o < o o } . T h e n 
7Y is a Hilbert space under the canonical inner product. 
will become a Hilbert yl-bimodule by setting a^ = and 
^a = Then H has almost central vectors, n a m e l y ,仏 
but it has no nonzero central vectors. • 
Example 3.1.5. All finite dimensional C氺-algebras have prop-
erty T. 
Proof. Let A be a finite dimensional C*-algebra. Let 7Y be a 
Hilbert bimodule of A, pi and pr be the corresponding repre-
sentations on H. For simplicity, we assume that both pi and p,,. 
are non-degenerate.(i.e. both the linear spans of {pi{a)^ : a G 
A,^ e7i} and { / v ( … : a e A, ^ eH} aie dense) 
Suppose that for any finite subset F C A and e � 0 , there exist 
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a unit vector ^ eH such that — < e for any a e F. We 
want to show 7i actually contains a nonzero central vector. 
Since A is finite dimensional, it is unital. Since pr is non-
degenerate, pr{l) = In- Let U{A) = {x e A : x*x = xx* = 1} 
Define tt : U{A) — B(n) by 7r(a) = pi{a)Pria'^). Then tt is a 
unitary representation of U{A). Then ||7r(a)^  — f|| = — . 
By using the compactness of U{A), we can see : 
for any e � 0 , there exists a unit vector ^ G H such that 
sup ||7r(a)^  — 1^1 < e. 
aeU{A) 
By property T of U(A)(since it is compact), there exists a nonzero 
vector ^ E H such that 7r(a)^ = ^ for any a G U{A). Since any 
element in A can be expressed as a linear combination of ele-
ments of U{A), = ^a for any a e A. • 
Example 3.1.6. K{7i) does not have property T for any infinite 
dimensional Hilbert space H. 
Proof. Let HS{7i) be the space of all Hilbert Schmidt operator, 
i.e the space of all linear operators on H such that ||^^丨丨2 = 
(ErceE (工)l|2)去 < oo where E is an orthonormal basis for 
H. It is a Hilbert space under the inner product {u, v)= 
�u(r)，(工)�where E is an orthonormal basis for H. HS{7i) 
becomes a Hilbert bimodule of K {H) if the representation of 
K{7i) and K a r e given by u au and u ua for any 
u e HS{n) and a G K{n). 
First, HS(Ti) has no nonzero central vectors. To see this, sup-
pose that u G HS{7i) is a central vector. For any e H, 
denote by the rank one operator on H given by 
= < CJ V > i. Then if 77 are two unit vectors in H, 
Oi,riu{r]) = ue^.rj{rj) implies < u{r]),r] > ^ = u � . H e n c e , 
< >=< u(j]), T] > and we get that u = cln for some 
c G C. Since H is infinite dimensional, it follows that u = 0. 
On the other hand, we claim that: 
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for any finite subset of C K{7i) and e � 0 , there exists 
a unit vector u G HS{H) such that \\au — ua\\2 < e for any 
a E F. Indeed, if ai,..., a^ , are finite rank operator, since ai 
is injective on ker(ai)丄 and ai is finite rank, ker(ai)丄 are fi-
nite dimensional. As H is infinite dimensional, there exists a 
nonzero vector ^ G 7Y which is the orthogonal complement of 
linear span of ai(?i) U ... U U ker(ai)丄 U ... U ke]:(an)丄. 
Then ajfi�; = … = 0 for any i = 1, ...n. Since the space of all 
finite rank operators on H is dense in KiTi)^ the claim follows 
from the above discussion. • 
Proposition 3.1.7. Let A be a unital C氺-algebra without tracial 
state. Then A has property T. 
Proof. Suppose A has no property T. By the above remark, for 
any finite subset F and e > 0, there exist a Hilbert bimodule 
Hp^e and a unit vector 仏 e Hp.e such that snpaeF < e. 
Let be the state of A given by 仲，人a) = < >• 
Set I = {{F, e) :F is a finite subset of A and e > 0}. Define 
an order “ < “ by saying that (Fi,ei) < if and only 
if F 2 � F i and €2 < Since the unit ball of dual space A* 
is weak*-compact, {(pF,e}{F,€)ei has a weak*-convergent subnet 
{^Fi.ei} and let 中 be its limit. Since (^{x) — lirrii ipp^ e^X'^ ) for 
any x G it follows that if is positive linear functional on 
A and (p(l) = 1. Since cp is positive linear functional on A, 
= (^(1) = 1 and (p is a state on A. Now, we want to 
show is a tracial state which contradicts to the hypothesis 
on A. Indeed, for any a E A, if F is EL finite subset of A and 
F � { a , aa*}, then 
(pF，“a*a) — (pF,“aa” =< 〉— < > 
二< CL^F.e > — < > 
=||<F，E||2 - ||6^ ，EA||2+ < “ A , 仏 A � - < � . 
I|a6^，』2 —厂，一 ||2| = (I |) (| |<F’e 11 + 1 | ) < 
— ^F.etill . 2||a|| < 2\\a\\e 
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^F,ea) _�aa乂厂’乂F’�I = |�6>aa* — aa*CF,e^  CF,e) 
Hence — < 2||a||e + e for any finite subset 
F of ^ such that F � { a , aa*}. So (p(a*a) = (p(aa*) for any 
a e A. • 
Theorem 3.1.8. Let G be a a-compact locally compact group -
and H be a closed subgroup. The following properties are equiv-
alent: 
(i)The pair {G, H) has property T. 
(ii)If a unitary representation (TT, H) of G almost has invariant 
vectors, then 7i contains a nonzero finite dimensional sub space 
which is invariant under 7T{H). 
Proof, (i) 4 (ii) is obvious. We only need to prove ( i i ) � ( i ) . 
Suppose (ii) holds but (i) does not hold. By theorems 2.3.7 
,1.2.16 and 1.2.18, there exists a function : G R of con-
ditionally negative type which is unbounded on H. Note that 
'0(e) — 0. By Schoenberg theorem, = exp{—t'tp{x)) is a 
normalized function of positive type for any t > 0. By GNS 
construction applied to (pt, there exist a cyclic representation 
and a unit cyclic vector t^ ^ 九兀亡 such that = < 
TTT{X)^T, IT > f o r a l l X E G. 
Let TT = ©TTi and H-j^  = ©T^ TTI • Since exp(—去VO converges 
N N ” 
uniformly to 1 on compact subsets of G, TT has almost invariant 
v e c t o r s ( | | 7 r ^ ( x ) e ^ - 6 l P = 2-2Re ( ( m { x ) � < I. 
To show there are no nonzero finite dimensional 7r[H) invariant 
subspacc, it suffices to show there are no nonzero finite dimen-
sional 7Tt{H) invariant subspace for all t > 0. 
Fix 力〉0. To apply GNS construction to 如二 hp, there exists 
an action a of G by affine isornetries on a real Hilbert space H' 
and a vector ^ e W such that i ；人 x ) = 丨丨 — Since ip is 
unbounded on H, there exists a sequence {xn} in H such that 
lirrin^oo i^ti^n) = oo. 
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For any a, b e G, 
V M ^ = Mab)^ - 1^1 = ||a(6)e - a(a-i则 
< -ell + l l e - = ||a(6)e — + - 印 
Hence ,办 (x , , , ) < 办 ( a - 1 ) + i h — n b ) + ihib—”. 
Therefore, lim^-^oo ipt{o.Xnb) = oo and lim„_>oo y^ t{cLXnb) = 0 for 
any a, 6 G G. Since & is a cyclic vector for (TT^ , TYT T J , we have 
lim^^oo < r)2 > = 0 for any 771,7^ 2 ^ 九兀“Let /C be a fi-
nite dimensional 7RT{H) invariant subspace of T^^TT^ Let RJ £ JC. By 
passing to subsequence (closed and bounded sets in finite dimen-
sional iiormed space is compact), we may assume {7rt{xn)r]} is 
norm convergent to some tjq G /C.Then l in in—� < 7rt{xn)r], rjo > = 
0 implies ||77o|| = 0 . Hence ||7y|| = 0. Thus,/C = 0. • 
Property T can be extended to pairs as follow: 
Definition 3.1.9. Let A be a C*-algebra(resp. Von Neumann 
algebra) and B he a C*-subalgebra. Then (A，B) is said to have 
property T if for any Hilbert bimodule (the two representations 
are continuous in weak operator topology) of A having almost 
central vectors must have a nonzero B-central vector (i.e, b^ = ^b 
for any b e B). 
Lemma 3.1.10. Let Ai and Bi be two C*-algebras(resp. von 
Neumann algebra). Let A2 and B2 he two C*-subalgebras of 
Ai and Bi respectively. Let (p : Ai Bi be a surjective *-
homomorphism (resp. surjective *-homomorphism which is con-
tinuous w.r.t weak operator topologies)such that 二 
(resp. 义2) is dense in B2) w.r.t to weak operator topologies). 
Suppose that {Ai, A2) has property T, Then (J5i, B2) has prop-
erty T. 
Let G be a locally compact group. Let A be its left regular rep-
resentation. Recall that C*{G) is the norm closure of 入(Li(G)) 
in L^{G) and VN{G) is the closure of X{L\G)) in the weak 
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operator topology. Let ||.||* be a norm on L^{G) defined by 
I/I I* = sup{||7r(/)|| : TT is a cyclic unitary representation of G}. 
Then C*{G) is completion of ||.||*). 
When G is discrete and H is a subgroup of G. We have the 
following identifications. First, we may identify as a sub-
set of via the monomorphism x ^ where stands 
for the characteristic function at x. Since the restriction of 
the left regular representation XQ restricted to H is unitary 
equivalent to a direct sum of left regular representation 
We can extend the canonical embedding of span{XH{5x) x G 
H} — span{XG{Sx) ： x e G} to the isometric embedding 
C;{H) — C;(G) and VN{H) -> VN{G). Since every function 
of positive type on H can be extended trivially to a function of 
positive type on G. Every unitary representation of H is the re-
striction of a unitary representation of G. Hence we may extend 
the canonical embedding of L^{H) —> to the isometric 
embedding C\H) C\G). 
Lemma 3.1.11. Let G he a discrete group and (TT, H) be a uni-
tary representation of G. Define two unitary representations of 
G and G^P on H) by 7ri(x)|(y) =/(>-�)and 7r2(x)|(y) 二 
兀 ( 工 1 ) for any x,y e G and f G Then they 
can he extended to two commuting representations of VN(G) 
and VN[CyP. Moreover, if ( is a unit vector in H and�G 
� � 
I {G, H) is defined by <J(e) == ( and ^{x) = 0 for otherwise, then 
7Ti{u)^{x) = {u5e{x))C and 7T2{u)i{x) = (uSe(x))7r(x~^)C for any 
X e G and u e VN{G). 
Proof. Let {ea}aeA be an orthonormal basis of H. 
Define U : by [ / f = {QaeA where 
= < 办 ) ’ ^a > for any x e G. 
Then it is clear that U is a unitary operator and U7TI{X)U~^ = 
for any x e G, where A is the left regular represen-
tation of G. Recall that we can associate any unitary represen-
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tation of G with a representation of li(G) and by an abuse of 
language (identify li(G) and X(li(G) since A is faithful). Then 
we have U7Ti(X(f))U~^ = ®aeAKf) for any f G li{G). Then we 
can extend TTI uniquely to a representation of VN(G) by setting 
TTiO) = for any u G VN{G). This does not de-
pend on the choice of {ea}aeA since for any u G VN{G)^ there 
exists a net {X{fi)} converges to u in the weak operator topol-
ogy, then 7Ti{u) = lim7ri(A(/i)) in weak operator topology. 
Define a unitary operator V : — by setting 
V i {x ) = 7 r ( a : 一 1 ) for any x G G and any | G P { G , n ) . 
Then {V7T2{x)Vi){y) = i{xy) for any x,y G G and any I G 
So 二 foj. any x G C. 
Define a linear map $ : B(l^[G)) — B{P{G)) by < ^{u)^, 7] > = < 
ufj, ^ > for any u € B{l'^{G)) and for any G /^(G) where 
f � = 丽 . 
Note that ^{uv) = ^(v)^(u), ^(U*) = ^(u)* for any u,v e 
B{f{G)) and = <I>(A(x)) for any x e G. Given any 
u e VN{G), we define 7r2(u) = Then 
712 is a representation for This does not depend on 
the choice of {eajaeA for the same reason as in TTI. Note that 
TTi and Ti2 are two commuting representations of VN{G) and 
VN�Gyp since TYI{X) commutes with 7r2(y) for any x,y e G. 
Now, let C is a unit vector of Ti and f G is defined 
by (J(e) = ( and ^(x) = 0 for otherwise. We may choose 
an orthonormal basis {eajaeyi of Ti such that eo；。= C. First, 
< ^(x), C � = ^e(^) and < ^(x),ea >= 0 for Cq, + C. I^om this, 
we get = u6e{x)(. Second, V^ ^ = Then 
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On the other hand, we have 
=< 〉二< uSx-i,Se > = < uSQ, > . 
Since the last equality holds for all X{x){x G G) and hence 
holds for any u G VN{G). And < USQ, SJ： >= uSe{x). Finally, 
7r2{u)i{x) = 7r(:c-i)((I> ⑷知(工-1))C = • 
Theorem 3.1.12. Let G he a countable discrete group and H be 
a subgroup of G. The following properties are equivalent: 
(i) the pair (G, H) has property T. 
(ii) the pair {C*{G),C%H)) has property T. 
(iii) the pair {C;{G),C;{H)) has property T. 
(iv) the pair {VN{G), VN{H)) has property T. 
Proof, (i) (zi)Suppose (G, H) has property T. Then there 
exists a finite set F{G is discrete) and e > 0 having the property: 
For any unitary representation (TT, H) of G, if there exists a unit 
vector ^ e 7i such that ||7r(T)^  - < e for all x G F, then 
H has a nonzero 7T{H) invariant vector. Let be a Hilbert 
bimodule of C*{G). Regard G as a subset of C*{G). Define two 
commuting unitary representation of G on by setting: 
7ri(a:)^ = x^ and TT2{X)^ = G G H). 
If there exists a unit vector ^ e 7i such that \\x( - < e for 
all X e F. Then ||7ri(x)7r2(a:)<^  - < e for all x e F. Hence 
there exist a nonzero vector o^ e H such that 7ri(a:)7r2(a:)<fo = o^ 
for all X e H, i.e x^q — ^ xq. Since the linear span of H is norm 
dense in = x^o for all x e C*{H). 
For (ii) => {iii) and ( m ) 今 { i v ) , by previous lemma. 
For {iv) ^ ⑷，suppose [vN{G), VN{H)) has property T. Then 
there exists finite subset F C VN{G) and e > 0 having the 
property: for any Hilbert bimodule H of VN(G), if there exists 
a unit vector ^ E H such that — < e for any x G F, 
then 7i has a nonzero -central vector. We may assume 
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that ||a;|| < 1 for all x e F. There exists finite subset S C G 
such that 
E 1 ( 测 丨 2 < 書 
xeG\s 
for all y ^ F. 
Let (tt, Ti) be a unitary representation of G. We define two com-
muting representation of G and G^^ on J?(G,Hy. 
(兀 i 0 )0 (7 ) = ( ( f I7) cmd (7r20)0(7) = TTOZT1)�7：£-1) 
for any x , 7 G G, ^ G 7Y. Since tti is unitary equivalent to a 
direct sum of the left regular representation of G, it can be ex-
tended to a normal representation of VN(G). Since 兀2 is unitary 
to a direct sum of the representation (A, of G�P where 
A(x) = it can be extended to a normal representation of 
VN{Gyp. 
These two representation determine a Hilbert bimodule of VN(G). 
Suppose there exists a unit vector ( G H such that 
|7r(x)C - Cll < f for all x e S. 
Let ^ G l \ G , n ) be ( (e) 二 C and ^{x) = 0 otherwise. For any 
X e F, 
II对—e工l|2 二 El：^知(7)|2||7r(7)C —C||2 
-yeG 
4 2 + E I ^ ) I � ( 7 ) C - ( I | 2 
^ 書 ? + < 
Hence, there exists a nonzero vector r] G P{G,7i) which is 
TV(//)-central. Then, we have 
=兀(7—i)rj(x),Vx e e H. 
In particular, x i-> ||77(x)|| is a nonzero function in P{G) which 
is invariant under conjugation by elements of H. Let xq e G 
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such that r](xo) • 0. Then its H-conjugate class is finite. And 
{^(7)^(^0) : 7 e H ) is a finite subset of H and its linear span 
defines a finite dimensional subr epr esent at ion of 7r|//. By theo-
rem 3.1.6, (G, H) has property T. • 
Theorem 3.1.13. Let X be a second countable locally compact 
Hausdorff space. Then Co{X) has property T if and only if X is 
finite. 
Proof. When X is finite, Co{X) is just C{X). If H is a Hilbert bi-
module of C[X), then it associates a representation of C{X x X) 
on namely = f^g for ^ny ^eH if (p{x, y) = f{x)g{y). 
If (tt, H) is degenerate, then there exists a nonzero vector ^ e H 
such that 7R{(P)^ = 0 for all (P G C{X x X) and this is a C(X)-
central vector. If (tt, H) is nondegenerate, then it is a direct sum 
of cyclic representations. Consider (tt, H) is cyclic first. 
Then (tt, H) is unitary equivalent to the representation (A, /^(Xx 
X , 11) where /x is a measure on X x X and A((/?) is a multipli-
cation operator. Then y) = (p{x)f{x, y) and y)= 
y) for any ^ G C{X) and f G P{X x X). Then H has 
a nonzero C(X)-central vector if and only if /i(A) + 0 where 
A = { 0 , : r ) : X G X } . 
队 / - / � 1 1 2 = E 於 ’ l / ( 工 , ( 工 ， X I/O/，工)I W O / , 动 
Then sup^.^xW^xf-f^xW'^ > = if m ( A ) = 
0. Prom this calculation, we see that if fi{A) 二 0, then H does 
not have almost C(X)-central vectors. And if {TT.H) is unitary 
equivalent to a direct sum of representations x X , fj) 
where / / (A) = 0, then H does not have almost C(X)-central 
vectors. Hence, we know C(X) has property T if X is finite. 
Suppose X is infinite, we would like to show CQ{X) has no prop-
erty T. We consider two cases depending whether X is discrete. 
Case (i): X is not discrete. Then X has a limit point xq. Since 
X is second countable, there exists a sequence (x^) in X with 
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Xn + xo for all n and lim„X^ — XQ. Define a measure on X xX 
by 
oo 
^ = 2—"V(x„’a:o) 
n=l 
(here (工工。）stands for point mass measure at (x^,:ro)). 
The corresponding C(X)-bimodule x X, fi) has no nonzero 
central vector since /i(A) 二 0. On the other hand, let fn G 
Hx X X) defined by fn = Then \\fn\\i^{XxX,fj) 二 
1 for all n and for every ^ G C{X), we have lim„ \ \ipfn — 
fn^\\p{XxX,^ l) = limn l^(^n) _ 沪Oo)| 二 This shows that 
P{X X X, /I) has almost central vector. 
Case(ii): X is discrete. It suffices to show Co(N) has no prop-
erty T. Consider the Hilbert space Z2 W under the inner product 
< g,h >= X^==� g{n)h{n). We define two commuting represen-
tations on /2(N) of Co(N) by 
Pi{f)9{n) 二 f{n)g{n) and pr{f)g{n) = g{n)f{n + 1) for any 
f G Co(N) and g G hi^)- Under these two representations, 
Z2(N) is a Hilbert bimodule of CQ{N). 
Ih(知k - Pr{5n)9\? 二 Etr Mm^) - + = 
+ — 0 as n — 00. So, /2(N) has almost central 
vectors. If p G hi^) is a central vector, then pi{6n)g — pr{^n)9 
implies g{n) = 0 for all n e N. Hence, Z2(N) has no nonzero 
central vector. • 
Corollary 3.1.14. For a locally compact second countable abelian 
group G, C*(G) has property T if and only if it is finite. 
A 
Proof. If G is second countable, then its dual group G{see[7]) is 
A 
second countable. Since C*{G) is *-isomorphic to Co(G)(see [7]) 
A 
and G is finite if and only if G is finite, the result follows. • 
Remark 3.1.15. From the above corollary, for an infinite com-
pact second countable abelian group G, G has property T but 
C*{G) does not have property T. Hence, in general, theorem 
3.1.10 does not hold. 
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3.2 Property T and nuclearity 
Definition 3.2.1. Let (tt, Hn) and {a, Ha) be two representa-
tions of a C*-algebra A. An intertwining operator for tt and a 
is a hounded linear operator T : H-K HA such that TIT [a)= 
a{a)T for any a e A. 
Lemma 3.2.2. If two representations tt and a of a C氺-algebra 
have a nonzero intertwining operator and tt is irreducible, then 
TT is unitary equivalent to a subrepresentation of a. 
Proof. Let T : 礼 be a nonzero intertwining operator 
of TT and (J. Then for any a e A, T*T7r{a) T*a{a)T = 
{a {a* )TyT = (7V(a)*)*T = 7r(a)rT. By Schur lemma (theo-
rem 1.1.18), T*T = c • idn, for some c G C. Let ^ G such 
that — 0. Then < , f � = > O.So,c > 0. Let 
U •• 一 defined by U^ = Then U is a unitary 
operator such that UTi{a) = a{a)U for any a e A. Hence, tt is 
unitary equivalent to CJT队、. • 
Proposition 3.2.3. Let A be a unital separable C*-algebra. As-
sume A has property T, TT : A M„,(C) is an irreducible rep-
resentation. Let a : A B(Ji) be any representation which 
weakly contains TT (i.e. kern D kera). If a [A) contains no nonzero 
compact operators, then tt is unitary equivalent to a subrepresen-
tation of a. 
Proof. Let H) denote the space of all Hilbert Schmidt 
operators from C". to 7i. We make this space into an A bimod-
ule by aTh = (j{a)T'K{a) for all T G HS{a\ n),a,be A Since 
a nonzero central vector would be an intertwining operator of 
TT and cr, it suffices (by Property T and lemma 3.2.1) to show 
the existence of almost central vectors in HS{C'^, 7i). By the-
orem 1.1.23，there exists Vk •. C 孔 — a r e isometries such that 
|cr(a)T4 - VkT^{o)\\ 0 as A: — oo, then ^ G H) is a 
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unit vector such that \\a{a)^ — ^7T{a)\\Hs < •^^\\a{a)Vk — 
Vk7r{a)\ \ —> 0 as /c —> oo for all a G A. 
• 
Definition 3.2.4. If A has property T and tt :—> M"(C) is ir-
reducible, then the support c(7r) is also called the Kazhdan pro-
jection associated to TT. 
Theorem 3.2.5. Let A be a united separable C氺-algebra. As-
sume A has property T. Then for each finite-dimensional irre-
ducible representation TX \ A ^ Mn{C), the Kazhdan projection 
c(7r) e A. 
Proof. Let tt be the unique weak*-continuous representation of 
4^** extending tt. First we can find a representation a : A ^ 
B{H) with the following three properties: 
(1)(j(A) contains no nonzero compact operators 
(2)7r ©0- : yl BiC^ 0 H) is faithful, and 
(3)cr contains no subrepresentation which is unitary equivalent 
to TT. 
For example, let ((Jq,九o) be a weak* continuous faithful repre-
sentation of 4^** and then inflate it, if necessary, to get 
ensure cro(v4**) containing no nonzero compact operators). Com-
posing the W*-homomorphism x (1 - C{'K))X from 4^** into 
v4**, followed by L (g) IDI^ to get cji,restricting AI to A, we get a 
representation a of A satisfying (1) and c{a) = 1 - c(7r).Prom 
this , we can get (2) and (3). 
Notices that a is not faithful, otherwise, a weakly contains tt, 
by proposition 2, A contains TT contradicting to (3). 
Then J = ker{a) is a nontrivial ideal in A. But (2) implies 7r|j 
must be faithful, hence J is finite dimension and has unit p. p 
is a central projection in A. We now show p = c(7r): 
= ( 1 - p)A** + pA** 二 (1 — + pA, since pA** 二 weak* 
closure of pA = pA as pA is finite dimension. Since tt is irre-
ducible, 7r(l) = 7r(p) = Icn. So TT = 0 on (1 - p)A** and tt is 
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faithful on pA. Hence c(7r) 二 p. 
• 
Corollary 3.2.6. If A is a unital separable C*-algebra and has 
property T, then it has at most countably many nonequivalent 
finite dimensional representations. 
Proof. It is known that any two irreducible representations have 
orthogonal central supports. On the other hand, since is a 
separable C*-algebra, it has at most countably many orthogonal 
projections. The result then follows from theorem 3.2.5. • 
Corollary 3.2.7. Let A be a unital separable C*-algebra and 
has property T. Let J < A be the closed ideal generated by all of 
the Kazhdan projections. Then A/J has no finite-dimensional 
representations. 
Proof. Suppose that there is a nonzero finite dimensional repre-
sentation of A/Jli induces a nonzero finite dimensional repre-
sentation of A vanishing on J. Then its Kazhdan projection is 
in J by theorem 3.2.5 . It leads to a contradiction. • 
Definition 3.2.8. Let Ac B{H) be a concretely represented 
unital C*-algebra. A tracial state r on A is called amenable if 
there exists a state 4> on B{7{) such that (I)\a = 丁 and (j){uTu*)= 
4>{T) for every unitary u E A and T G B{H). 
Theorem 3.2.9. [10] Let A be a unital separable algebra.Let 
T he a tracial state on A. Then r is amenable if and only if 
there exist a sequence of unital completely positive maps 几： 
A — M咖 ) (C ) such that — (/^n�</>n(0ll2，汁—0, where 
|a:||2，ir = \/tr{x*x), and r(a) = limn—oo计�小nist)，for all a,h 
e A， 
Proposition 3.2.10. Let A be a unital separable C氺-algebra and 
has property T. Then A has an amenable trace if and only if A 
has a nonzero finite-dimensional quotient. 
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Proof. 4=) Take any nonzero finite dimensional unital represen-
tation TT of a nonzero finite dimensional quotient of A. Then 
tr o TV o q, where q is the quotient map from A into the finite 
dimensional quotient, is a amenable trace of A. 
=^)Let (pn ‘ A — M财几)(C) be unital completely positive maps 
as in theorem 3.2.9. By Stinespring's theorem (theorem 1.1.27), 
there exists unital 木一representation pn'. A ^ B{Hn) and isome-
tries Vn ： M左⑷(C) — Hn such that (jz^a) = V*pn{a)Vn, Va G A. 
Let Pn = VnVn' Then Pn is finite rank projection. Let p := 
©nGNPn : ^ B{®rienHn) and regard HS{®rienHn) as an A-
bimodule via T i-^ p{a)Tp{h). 
Letting P^ = I - P^, then PnPn{o) _ Pn{o)Pn = Pnpn{o)P^ -
�-Pn{a)Pn\\l 
二 Tr(P,p»P�(a*)尸n) + Tr{PnPn{a')P^Pn{o)Pn) 
二 叫 ( O n � ( 1 - 1 W : ) M � * ) 1 4 ) + 观 > n ( a * ) ( l — V ^ P ^ f n ) 
二 Tr(0“aa*) - (^“福。*)) + T i ^ 礎 a ) - 礎 观 a ) � 
where Tr stands for standard trace (possibly infinite) on B{H) 
and 11.112 denote the Hilbert Schmidt norm induced by < T > = 
Tr(T*5'). 
Up^^^ \\PnPn{a)-pn{o)Pn\\2 
ncnce f ] ^ 1 
By Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, 
力rO.",(aa*) — (/v“a)0n(a*)) < ||0n(aa” - (A",(a)(/)n(a*)||2,,- and 
tr{^ri{a*a) - < H^^iO*�一(/>”(“*(a)||2’ir. Hence 
" 户 亿 ⑷ 户 』 2 ^ 0 as n -> oo for every a G A U S (椒鄉U n ) 
has almost central vectors (namely, j^p^Pn). By Property T of 
A, there exists a nonzero central vector T G Since 
T is compact and T G p{A)\ a spectral projection for nonzero 
eigenvalue of T is finite dimensional and belongs to p[A)'. This 
yields a nonzero (since p is unital)finite dimensional subrepre-
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sent at ion of p. Hence A has a nonzero finite dimensional quo-
tient. • 
Corollary 3.2.11. Let A be a united separable C*-algebra and 
has property T. Let J < A be the ideal generated by all of the 
Kazhdan projections. Then A/J has no amenable traces. 
Proof. Since A/J is also a unital,separable C*-algebra with Prop-
erty T, the result follows from corollary 3.2.5 and proposition 
3.2.7. • 
Theorem 3.2.12. Let A be a unital separable C*-algebra. As-
sume A is nuclear and has property T. Then A is ^-isomorphic 
to a direct sum B ® C of two C*-algebras where B is a finite 
dimensional C*-algebra and C has no tracial states. 
Proof. Let J be the ideal generated by all Kazhdan projec-
tions in A. A/J also a unital, nuclear, separable C*-algebra 
with Property T. Since every trace on a nuclear C*-algebra is 
amenable, corollary 3.2.9 implies A/J is traceless. It suffices to 
show B = J is finite dimension. 
Assume J is not finite dimension. Then J —①二p几where 
{PN} are all distinct Kazhdan projections in A. Each P^A is fi-
nite dimensional. Hence there exists a sequence of numbers k{n) 
and a *-isomorphism ttq ： J ^ ©^C咖）such that 7ro(J) 二 
This induces a unital *-representation tt of on 
®.二iC咖）extending the representation ttq and TT{A) C N二iM^；⑷(C). 
Hence there is a unital *—homomorphism from A/J-^�丨⑶二丨乱 
( 叫 2 has a tracial state (for example, define tracial states 
Tm on by T^{X) = Z Z m where x 二 (o:饥)€ 
n二iA4(n)(C). Any w*-convergent subnet of { t ^ } yields a tra-
cial state vanishing on Then A/J will have a 
tracial state but this is impossible, as observed in the beginning 
of the proof. • 
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• End of chapter. 
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